Shannons Law (Passion Patrol Series - Hot Cops. Hot Crime. Hot
Romance) (Passion Patrol - Hot Cops. Hot Crime. Hot Romance)

A sexy aristocrat. A wild-child inner city
cop. A crime wave of passion.An erotic
romance introducing Shannon Aguerri - a
sassy police officer heroine who locks up
criminals and always gets her man.Another
stand-alone story in the Passion Patrol
Series of British detective mysteries
featuring
female
sleuths,
romantic
adventures, thrilling suspense and a touch
of humor.Moved out from the city after
one-too-many maverick missions, Shannon
discovers theres more going on in the
sleepy country village than meets the eye.
The son of a local aristocrat arouses
suspicion of drug crime activity... but his
widower father arouses more animal
instincts!Could she really mix with the
British royal family? Can she risk her heart
and career on yet another high risk
unauthorised investigation? Can she get
justice for an innocent boy? Dare a kid
from the gutter dream of being a
countess?Feisty London street cop
Shannon Aguerri walks a dangerous line
between her methods and justice. When the
bosses lose their nerve, she is transferred to
green pastures to play out the role of a
routine village cop. In Fleetworth-Green
she encounters signs of people and drug
trafficking and homes in on billionaire
criminals. As a loner she has attracted men
but nothing has stuck. When she meets
Spencer, the hunky and widowed Earl of
Bloxington, there is an immediate rapport
between them. Their social differences
mean nothing to their passion and need.
Already in the mix is an upper class rival
who has long plotted her way into the Earls
bed. The jealousy is an evil shade of green
and the anger is a violent scarlet. Will she
stoop to blackmail to thwart Shannon and
Spencers romance? Often inhibited by a
sense of duty and honour, Spencer is slow
to reveal his feelings. When Shannon
confronts him with the need to choose
between her word and that of her rival, he
does not immediately support her. All the
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same, when they are forced together to
carry out a desperate kidnap rescue
mission, their love is stronger than
everything
ranged
against
them.SHANNONS LAW: A thrilling
comedy romance, combining crime, humor
and vigilante action adventure with a
passionate love story. Please note: This is a
sexy romance and contains explicit joyful
erotic sex between adults in a consenting
relationship as well as strong language in
high-stress confrontations with criminals.5
Star ReviewsMove over Mr Grey - theres a
new Earl in town! Shannons Law is
dramatic, mesmerizing and incredibly sexy.
Jenny Marston, UK.Emma Calin writes
brilliantly, and this book has a little bit of
everything: mystery, action, comedy,
romance, and some very steamy sex.
Caitlin M. Smith, USA.The woman is sexy,
fearless, caring, and blunt as hell. Her
joking attitude towards life kept me
laughing throughout the whole story.
Ronda Tutt, USA.A fast-paced and intense
story where two different social worlds
collide in a vortex full of love, hatred,
intrigues and passion. Petra Rovere,
Slovenia.This book very much reminded
me of the comedy Hot Fuzz, (city cop goes
to country, finds huge conspiracy), except
instead of a cop-comedy, this is a
cop-romance.
Owen
Robinson,
USA.Companion
Cookbook
COPS
KITCHENWhen youve read the romance
and felt the passion you can TASTE the
love a companion recipe book of all the
food from Shannon and Spencers
adventure. Have fun sharing the love with
this illustrated cookbook of traditional
British and European recipes. PLEASE
NOTE: SHANNONS LAW is published
under the title PASSION PATROL 2 on
Amazon Kindle.Scroll up and grab a copy
today Try out the second in this thrilling
female detective romance series and feel
the passion tonight!

: Seduction of Dynasty: Hot cops. Hot crime. Hot romance. An erotic romance introducing Shannon Aguerri - a sassy
police officer heroine Another stand-alone story in the Passion Patrol Series of British detective mysteriesPASSION
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PATROL 2 is the second stand-alone novel following the Passion Patrol theme of hot cops, hot crime and hot romance.
Shannon Aguerri is a wittyThe second book in the Passion Patrol series featuring hot cops, hot crime and hot romance.
Following the success of Knockout!, Shannons Law, featuresPASSION PATROL 2 is the second stand-alone novel
following the Passion Patrol theme of hot cops, hot crime and hot romance. Shannon Aguerri is a wittyPassion Patrol
Presents. SHANNONS LAW. Hot cops. Hot crime. Hot Romance. Hot TEA? A Romance Novel from Emma Calin.
Now with FREE companionCompre Seduction of Dynasty: Hot cops. Hot crime. Hot romance. (English cop Seduction
Series, combining thrilling crime mystery with suspense romance. of Dynasty was previously published as Passion
Patrol 2 Shannons Law. - Buy Shannons Law (Passion Patrol - Hot Cops. The second book in the Passion Patrol series
featuring hot cops, hot crime and hot romance.Booktopia has Shannons Law, Passion Patrol - Hot Cops. Hot Crime.
Passion Patrol Series of British detective mysteries featuring female sleuths, romanticHot Crime. Hot Romance)
(Passion Patrol - Hot Cops. Hot Crime. Hot Romance) [Emma Calin] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A
sexyEditorial Reviews. Review. What reviewers say about the second book in Emma Calins Passion Patrol Series. Move
over Mr Grey - theres a new Earl in town!Shannons Law (Passion Patrol. Hot Cops. Hot Crime. Hot Romance. Book 2)
by Emma Calin, Explore Hot Romance, Romance Book, and more!Buy Shannons Law (Passion Patrol Series - Hot
Cops. Hot Crime. Hot Romance) (Passion Patrol - Hot Cops. Hot Crime. Hot Romance) at .Seduction of Dynasty: Hot
cops. Hot crime. Hot romance. (English Edition) eBook: Emma Feisty London street cop Shannon Aguerri walks a
dangerous line between her . PASSION PATROL 1 is the first in Emmas Passion Patrol series.Seduction of Taste: Hot
cops. Hot crime. Hot Romance. Hot food. eBook: Emma Calin: From the finest cuisine fit for royals, to the big power
passion patrol fuel served in police canteens, Seduction of Taste The complete Seduction Series:. Another Passion
Patrol novel by Emma Calin stories that feature hot cops, hot crimes, and hot romance and now hot food too! In
celebration of the launch, Emma is offering SHANNONS LAW at just $1.50/?0.99 Well done, Ms. Calin and I cant
wait for another release in her Passion Patrol series!Hot Cops. Hot Crime. Hot Romance.. Hot Food? Cops Kitchen is
the companion cookbook element of the hot romance novel Shannons Law. A total of thirty one Series: Passion Patrol,
Book 0. Genres: to the big power passion patrol fuel served in police canteens, Cops Kitchen gives you the recipes. You
wont wantPASSION PATROL 2 is the second stand-alone novel following the Passion Patrol theme of hot cops, hot
crime and hot romance. Shannon Aguerri is a witty
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